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Abstract: This document presents the required layout of papers to be submitted for publication in the “Computing” 
International journal. The abstract may not be longer than 150 words. Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems are revival 
paradigm for information sharing among distributed nodes in the network. A P2P network is a network that relies 
primarily on the computing power and bandwidth of the participants in the network rather than concentrating it in a 
relatively low number of servers. P2P software systems like Kazaa and Napster rank amongst the most popular 
software applications ever. Numerous web businesses and sites have promoted "peer to peer" technology as the future 
of Internet networking for E-commerce. Multiple views for data are created for mediating between data sources on the 
Semantic Web. Our goal is to support users’ different needs. This is due to the fact that different users have different 
needs for joining the P2P community and their requirements may change over time as new information become 
available. Hence the same information may participate in many different ways in multiple data sources’ mapping 
efforts. 

The idea of creating multiple data views has been adopted in federated database systems. However, it is not yet 
implemented in peer-to-peer systems. This is due to the lack of shared knowledge among peers. Moreover, it is not 
trivial task to create multiple data views in an unpredictable environment such as P2P. 

This work investigates the possibility to construct multiple data views in P2P environment. This will be achieved 
through the development of a tourism application framework. The described framework would benefit small businesses 
by participating in the P2P network without being forced to use compatible standard indexable-web data-bases 
provided by large corporations.  
 
Keywords: Peer-to-Peer Data Management, Peer-to-Peer data integration system, Multiple data views, Database 
Integration, E-commerce. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The World Wide Web (WWW) and search 

engines have dramatically succeeded in providing an 
easy way for users to share and distribute data. Most 
users turn to WWW search engines when looking 
for specific information. But a recent survey of the 
11 most widely used search engines reported by 
NEC Research Institute shows the fact that no single 
search engine covered more than 16 percents of the 
Web’s contents [26]. Besides the size of search 
engine’s index, searching quality is comprised of a 
variety of factors including page-depth amount 
(index the full or partial text on the Web), updating 
the index and finding the most relevant indexes [34]. 

First, let’s see how some search engines operate? 
Search engines may collect all related data based on 
a given keyword and return the result to the user’s 
desktop. Searching is done by the collection of the 
indexable-web that has been stored previously. This 
means that the search engine is restricted to 
supporting keyword-based search only within its 
index. In this case, how could the WWW search 
engine ensure the results that has been returned to 
user’s desktop are updated and the most relevant to 
user’s needs? Recent trends in research suggest that 
we may ultimately move to a more extreme peer-
based model and semantic web in order to improve 
the searching precision [9].  
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Peer-to-peer (P2P), Figure 1., systems are revival 
paradigm for information sharing among distributed 
nodes in the network. A P2P network is a network 
that relies primarily on the computing power and 
bandwidth of the participants in the network rather 
than concentrating it in a relatively low number of 
servers. P2P networks are typically used for 
connecting nodes via largely ad hoc connections. 
Such networks are useful for many purposes. 
Sharing content files containing audio, video, data or 
anything in digital format is very common, and 
realtime data, such as telephoney traffic, is also 
passed using P2P technology. P2P software systems 
like Kazaa and Napster rank amongst the most 
popular software applications ever. Numerous web 
businesses and sites have promoted "peer to peer" 
technology as the future of Internet networking for 
E-commerce. This is true for small businesses, and 
home-base businesses in particular, P2P would be 
most useful. P2P would provide networking in 
addition to resources sharing among multiple nodes 
of small business. It would save large investments in 
servers’ purchases.  

 

 
Fig. 1 – A typical P2P Network 

The Semantic Web is a web of data. There is lots 
of data we all use every day, and its not part of the 
web. I can see my bank statements on the web, and 
my photographs, and I can see my appointments in a 
calendar. But can I see my photos in a calendar to 
see what I was doing when I took them? Can I see 
bank statement lines in a calendar? The World Wide 
Web Consortium (W3C) expects that the semantic 
web is capable of enhancing the machine-
understandable semantic of information that is being 
processed [3]. Therefore, semantic web will be able 
to help improve searching precision because it is 
able to process machine-understandable semantics of 
information. From a technical point of view, P2P are 
particularly well suited for networked host to share 
resource in distributed manner and information 
searching [11]. P2P is a suitable solution because it 
makes possible for different participants (peers) to 

maintain their own knowledge structure while 
exchanging information. At the same time P2P are 
potential architecture to support knowledge-based 
search (searching that is not limited to keyword-
based), where semantic of information can be taken 
into account. 

In this paper we propose a novel way to construct 
a multiple views for peers who join the Peer Data 
Management Systems (known as PDMS). The 
multiple views are created for mediating between 
data sources on the Semantic Web. Our goal is to 
support users’ different needs. This is due to the fact 
that different users have different needs for joining 
the P2P community and their requirements may 
change over time as new information become 
available. Hence the same information may 
participate in many different ways in multiple data 
sources’ mapping efforts. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 provides a review of the related work in 
supporting view generation. Section 3 introduces a 
proposed framework for an E-commerce application 
in which tourism is used as a practical paradigm for 
further study. Section 4 discusses the framework 
general features and some related work on PDMS. 
Section 5 identifies a set of open research questions 
on implementing multiple views. Discussion and 
Conclusion come in final section. 

 
2. RELATED WORK 

A framework for dealing with multiple view 
integration is presented in [8] [19] [20]. Basically, 
the view integration is divided into several main 
processes: (1) Obtain a required keyword from user. 
In order to avoid missing relevant result, we need to 
expand the search by getting some synonyms from 
ontology. (2) Combine a set of schemas (or views) 
by defining a new schema that contains all original 
views, plus a new set of interrelational dependencies 
that express how data in distinct views is 
interrelated. (3) Schema learning applies to 
integrated schema (schema or views that has been 
combined previously). It is needed to obtain rules for 
schema or view optimization process. (4) Integrated 
schema or view is optimized by reducing some 
redundancy among schemas and minimizing the 
integrated schema size as in database normalization 
process. 

A knowledge base structure to support multiple 
view generation is presented by Karunaratna et.al 
[23]. The knowledge base is built by extracting and 
merging metadata of source databases. Al-Mourad 
et.al has proposed a semantic materialization rules to 
support multiple view generator [2]. The rules are 
capable of directing the global query processor to 
combine data from different databases and reconcile 
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database heterogeneity. Since the focus of these 
works is for federated database, knowledge is 
elicited from the database owner as they join the 
federation and when they evolve the databases. Due 
to the nature of P2P network where federated 
database and global knowledge is unavailable, 
deriving source meta-data in P2P environment is not 
a trivial task. 

With the growing popularity of XML, system 
that learns mappings between XML source schemas 
and integrated schema called LSD is presented by 
Doan.et.al [10]. Given an integrated schema, first set 
of data sources have been manually mapped to the 
integrated schema. Then the system learns from 
these mappings to propose mappings for new data 
sources. Integrated schema in LSD is given by 
human, while Jeong and Hsu [20] has generated it 
dynamically and automatically. The main 
contribution of their work is on mappings between 
different XML DTDs. A tree grammar-based 
approach for inducing integrated views for XML 
data with heterogeneous DTDs are converted into a 
tree automaton. States belonging to similar types are 
merged to obtain a minimized integrated view. 
Integrated view and source description are 
automatically derived by a view inference system. 
However, the derivation of both works is conducted 
offline. This means that they are not considering a 
dynamic state of network which is unsuitable for 
P2P network where the environment is dynamic.  

In this research we consider how dynamic 
environment can emerge by adding and deleting 
links between peers iteratively according to the 
evolving knowledge about other peers in the 
network. Therefore, we should fully utilize local 
knowledge of peers that is adaptive to its 
environment. 

 
3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

We describe the need of multiple data views in 
P2P environment by using a scenario of tourism, as 
presented in Figure 2. Currently, major tourism 
websites such as Expedia, Price-line and others have 
a large network of providers for Hotels, Flights, etc. 
However, small business providers of tourism 
services have to set-up their databases in a standard 
searchable indexed fashion dictated by the Web 
Search Host. For small businesses, this adaptation 
process could be quite costly, and unbearable 
financially.   

The scenario consists of several information 
providers and customer. Each information provider 
has different roles. Each of them would advertise 
their own services and may use their own terms. 
Let’s consider four main parts of information 
provider that form the basic tourism services: 

ACCOMMODATION, TRANSPORT, TOURISM 
AGENCIES and TOURIST ATTRACTION AREA. 
ACCOMMODATION consist of company whose 
offer the accommodation services, such as hotel, 
resort and etc. TRANSPORT is a group for agencies 
whose offer the transportation services. TOURIST 
ATTRACTION AREA is a collection of places of 
interest. This is may be used by tourist information 
centre or anybody who want to advertise the 
attraction places. The TOURISM AGENCIES is a 
group for those who provide the travelling services 
such as travelling agencies and tour operators. 
CUSTOMER is who ever inquire this information. 

 

 
Fig. 2 – Shared Information Between Different Roles 

in Tourism Scenario 

With the WWW search engines, if a customer 
wants to get the travel information about ’New 
Paltz’ they may use the word ’New Paltz + travel 
information’ as a keyword. Luckily, they may get 
some information regarding to attraction places, 
transportation and hotels whose post their 
information to that the portal that they have 
accessed. Today we can use some web pages or web 
portals that provides travel information guide. By 
using the portals, we are able to get information on 
accommodation, transportation advice and list of 
attraction places as well. Unfortunately this kind of 
information exchange that currently occurs among 
different information providers or between 
information providers and web portal is time 
consuming, out-of-date and error-prone, although it 
is often available in electronic form [11]. Customer 
is accessing any web page or web portal whose work 
on a central integrated data sources with a single 
view (mediation between user and integrated data 
sources). We cannot assume that whoever accessed 
to the ’same’ data should get the same answer. For 
example, the result should be different between 
customers from different geographical location. It 
means, result for customer in ’London’ should be 
different with customer whose in ’New Paltz’ itself. 
Some differences such as, currency used when 
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describing the prices, information on how to get to 
specific places and so on. Therefore multiple views 
are essential as mediation between customers who 
send the query and multiple data sources provided 
by information provider. 

Multiple view approaches have been 
implemented in federated database [18] [27] [29]. 
However the same approach seems not to work in 
P2P environment due to the fact that central 
integrated data or central knowledge about data 
sources is unavailable. Multiple views research in 
federated database eliciting knowledge from 
database owner who join the federation [2] [1] [22] 
[23]. Participant in P2P community is not as-fix-as 
in federated database, where each peer (participant) 
may join and leave the community as they like. The 
only knowledge about other peers in the network is 
obtained through local knowledge of peers. In P2P 
local providers who might be too small to participate 
in a large www search engine, and who in the same 
time could have inside-information about the local 
destination, could find themselves now competing 
on customers logging on to the P2P network. 

 
4. PEER DATA MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEMS 
Schema-based P2P systems, also called Peer Data 

Management Systems (PDMS), are a natural 
extension of federated database systems [35]. PDMS 
offer a flexible architecture for decentralized data 
sharing. In addition to the characteristics evolving 
from the P2P paradigm, each peer in a PDMS 
provides its own data with its own schema. Each 
peer is associated with a schema that represents the 
peer’s domain of interest and semantic relationships 
between peers are provided locally between pair of 
peers. In PDMS, each peer exports data in terms of 
its own schema. Then the schema is being mapped 
to local schema of peer who’s done the export. Peers 
are autonomous systems and mappings are 
dynamically created and changed. For that reason, 
query answering process in PDMS is not a trivial 
process because schema mapping need to be 
considered for each query routing and re-routing 
process [6].  

PDMS has no global knowledge, neither a global 
schema nor information of data distribution or 
indexes [21]. The only information a participating 
peer has is about its neighbour. In the absence of 
centralized mediator with global knowledge that can 
directly routing the query message to the right peer, 
finding the right peers for querying for efficient 
query routing is not a straightforward process [16]. 

In certain circumstances, data for query result are 
retrieving from multiple sources. This query 
involves locating and retrieving relevant data among 

one or more data sources. When integrating 
information from several data sources, the same data 
(in the real world objects) can exist in multiple 
different formats and structures. As illustrated in 
Figure 3, ’NAME’ and ’AGENT-NAME’ are 
referred to the same semantic meaning even their 
annotation is dissimilar. Besides some differences in 
annotation (tag), there are differences in element 
structure that refer to the same meaning. ’Atlanta, 
GA’ is a data of attribute ’CITY’ that belongs to a 
sub-child element tag ’DESTINATION’ in file ’a’ 
while it is file ’b’, it is the data of sub-child element 
tag ’CITY’. It means that both of them are belongs 
to different data structure. Detecting object semantic 
similarity from multiple data source at schema and 
data level has been discussed by some previous 
researchers [36] [37] [7] [2]. Efficient object 
detecting similarity process in P2P systems poses a 
variety challenges mainly resulting from the limited 
global knowledge. Particularly with regard to query 
answering processing, existing approaches cannot be 
applied easily to schema-based integration in P2P 
environment.  

 
Fig. 3 – XML Files With Different Annotation 
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The research community has produced several 
peer data management systems that aim to enable 
interoperability among distributed heterogeneous 
data sources. The following subsection is our study 
of related works focuses on complete systems. 

4.1. SWAP 
The SemanticWeb and Peer-to-peer (SWAP) [11] 

project is an ontology-based knowledge 
management for P2P environment. Knowledge 
structure is stored on local repository. The 
knowledge structure is an integrated structure of 
source between local and other peers. The local 
repository is shared among peers. The knowledge 
structure is also a knowledge sources. The 
knowledge sources are represented as RDF(S) graph. 
The knowledge sources are integrated automatically 
into the local repository. Any changes in the 
knowledge source are propagated to the local 
repository. However, changes in local repository are 
not propagated to other peers. RQL-related query 
language is used in SWAP. If its inference engine 
cannot get the answer from local repository, it will 
split the query and distribute the sub-query in the 
P2P network. This query has to be rewritten in order 
to fit the knowledge structure on other peers. 
Returned answers are assembled together to the user 
without any filtration. Issue on personalizing users’ 
need and mediation is not being mention in SWAP. 
Whereas, our project focus on constructing data 
views based on users’ preference. 

4.2. BIBSTER 
Bibster [15] is a P2P system based on the JXTA 

[13] [12] platform. JXTA technology is a set of open 
protocols that allow any connected device on the 
network ranging from cell phones and wireless 
PDAs to PCs and servers to communicate and 
collaborate in a P2P manner. Bibster is embedded in 
SWAP architecture, combining the Peer-to-Peer 
paradigm with Semantic Web technologies. Bibster 
focus on the exchange of bibliographic data among 
researchers issued semantic topology [16] in which 
peers can advertise their knowledge in the network. 
Other peers may accept this advertisement, thus 
creating a semantic topology. Similarity function, 
’Sim’ is used for determining peers to forward the 
query and to detect duplication of query result. 
However, this project does not focus on schema 
heterogeneity. All schemas for bibliography have 
been pre-defined, based on two common ontology, 
i.e ACM or SWRC Topic Hierarchy. This means 
that schema being shared is not heterogeneous. In 
contrast to Bibster, our work issues of heterogeneity 
on schema level, which allows for information 
sharing with different schemas relying on local 
mappings between schemas. 

4.3. EDUTELLA 
The Edutella project [31] [32] [5] is a multi-

staged effort to scope, specify, architect and 
implement a RDFbased metadata infrastructure for 
P2P-networks based on the JXTA framework. This 
project focuses on exchanging of learning material. 
Each peer can make its meta-data information 
available as a set of RDF statements. It makes the 
individual RDF peers connected to the Edutella 
network completely transparent by specifying and 
implementing a set of Edutella services. The 
services are query, replication, mapping, mediation 
and clustering. The mapping services will be able to 
manage mappings between different schemas and 
use these mappings to translate queries over one 
schema to queries over another schema. In Edutella, 
each peer makes meta-data available as a set of RDF 
statements. However, today most commercial and 
scientific applications have facilities for 
automatically exporting their data into XML form 
[17]. Hence, RDF data form is still not being 
available broadly. Edutella may need semantic 
integration of XML and RDF data sources to be 
more scalable when adding other kinds of peers and 
services to the network. Edutella use super-peer 
based topology, in which peers are organized in 
’HyperCup’ [33]. to route queries. This project 
planned to use the same topology. However, we 
intended to construct multiple data views based on 
superpeers’ index. The index contains information 
about metadata usage at each peer. While the views 
can be use to identify the right data source when 
information form several data sources need to be 
combine during data retrieval. 

4.4. PIAZZA 
The Piazza Peer Data Management Project 

(Piazza PDMS) [35] address the issue of 
heterogeneity in P2P systems on schema level, 
which allows for information sharing with different 
schemas relying on local mappings between 
schemas. The vision of Piazza is to blend the 
extensibility of Hypertext Markup Language 
(HTML) with the semantics of data management 
applications. Peer-Programming Language (PPL) 
[17] is used for mediating between peer schemas, 
which uses Global-Local-as-View (GLAV) [28] 
formalism to specify local mappings. GLAV is one 
of the data source modeling approach, i.e., how their 
content is related to the global schema mediator. 
GLAV is the combination of Global-as-View (GAV) 
[25] [38] and Local-as-View (LAV) [25]. By using 
GAV, the mediated schema is defined as a set of 
views over the data sources. GAV specifies how to 
extract tuples for the mediated schema from the 
source. While in LAV, the content of data sources 
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are describe as views over the mediated schema. 
With these schemas mapping concepts, extending 
the schema with a new source is problematic 
because the new source may have impact on the 
view definition of the mediated schema construct. 
Whereas, this view definition is essential to tell how 
to use the sources in order to retrieve data. Ideally, 
P2P systems must adapt the scenario of extending 
the schema from new sources due to the freedom for 
peers to join-in and withdrawal from the P2P 
community. In contrast to this project, mapping is 
done based on shared knowledge-based (such as 
ontology [14], semantic dictionary [2], concept 
hierarchy [15], mapping table [4]), instead of global 
or local schema of participated peers. The use of 
shared knowledge will enable all participated peers 
to communicate about domain of discourse without 
necessarily operating on a globally shared 
mediation[14]. 

 
5. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

REQUIREMENTS 
In order to generate a semantic-based personalize 

multiple views in P2P database integration, several 
main requirements must be met. 

5.1. INFORMATION SEARCHING 
It is a natural aspiration in the P2P network to 

imagine that the query is not blindly broadcasted. 
Thus, P2P network must include efficiency in 
information searching. Some improvements have 
been done in analyzing the right peers to send the 
query [16] [9], where query is routed intelligently. 
During the routing process, new logical links will be 
added in a dynamic way when related peers join. At 
the same time, dead logical link are removed when 
peers leave. Theoretically, this allows large 
networks to be built rapidly. However, most of the 
experiments are based on static semantic topologies 
[16] and small-scale environment [9]. It is essential 
to do some experiments in dynamic semantic 
topologies and larger scale environment. 

5.2. MAPPING COMPUTATION 
Addressing the issue on how to compute 

mapping among database schemas, firstly we must 
understand how to compute a mapping that represent 
a path in order to enable reformulating a query posed 
on one peer to queries on its neighbours (i.e., 
composition mappings [28] and revisable schema 
transformation [30]). Then, we need to show how to 
compute mapping that considering the semantic 
aspects as in [41] [24]. Kementsietsidis.et.al has 
stated that mapping table is appropriate for data 
mapping in a P2P environment [24]. However their 
experiment has been design to work with peers with 

local relational model (LRM) as a data model. 
Bernstein.et.al claimed that LRM is design 

specifically for P2P application [4]. The fact that 
data model in P2P is not limited to relational model, 
which is structured data model must be accepted. As 
a result, there might be any other approach for data 
mapping need to be explored especially for 
unstructured data. 

5.3. KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION 
Due to the dynamic nature of P2P, it is 

impractical to have a global knowledge among 
peers. Consequently, we should fully utilize peers’ 
local knowledge of peers. So the peers’ local 
knowledge must be adaptive to the dynamic 
environment. Due to the fact that available 
information is often heterogeneous and distributed, 
an efficient peers’ knowledge extraction is required 
in order to fulfil demanding for complete access to 
available information. Once the information source 
has been found, access to data in the source has to be 
provided. This means that each information sources 
have to work together with the system that is 
querying the information. In order to achieve 
interoperability among peers, the meaning of the 
information interchanged has to be understood 
across the peers’ community. Uschold and 
Gruninger stated that interoperability as a key 
application of ontologies in order to achieve 
interoperability among different modelling methods, 
paradigms, languages and software tools in 
information integration [39]. The role of ontology 
can be roughly categorized as [40]: 1) Explicit 
description of information source semantics. 2) 
Global query model and 3) Verification of 
integration description. Therefore, ontology is 
needed to solve the problem of interoperability 
between data source schemas across different peers, 
providing a shared understanding of common 
domains. 

Today, various needed ontologies are scattered 
over various peers. Thus, ontologies, if shared 
among the interoperating peers, allow the exchange 
of data to take place not only at a syntactic level, but 
also at a semantic level. This is due the fact that no 
single and universal ontology can be built has been 
agreed by Semantic Web community [14]. 
Therefore, a key challenge in knowledge extraction 
is not only enabling the interoperability between 
data sources but also among different ontologies. 

5.4. KNOWLEDGE BASED FOR 
GENERATING VIEWS 

Some knowledge is required for generating 
views. This knowledge should be stored in some 
peers’ repository. The stored knowledge is obtained 
by analyzing the meta-data of the data source from 
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semantic mapping that has been computed from 
respective peers. In federated systems, the 
knowledge for generating view is built in bottom-up 
approach where the meta-data information is 
extracting from shared databases and merging the 
meta-data incrementally [23]. Since the data source 
in P2P is volatile, multiple ’dynamic knowledge 
generator’ is essential for producing multiple 
different views. 

 
6. A PEER ARCHITECTURE 

Figure 4 prescribe the preliminary design of 
application framework for peer architecture. The 
components are local data source, knowledge 
source, meta-data extractor and integrator, local peer 
repository, user interface, query manager and 
advertiser. 

 

 
Fig. 4 – A Peer Architecture of the Application 

Framework 

 

6.1. LOCAL DATA SOURCE 
Peers may have local databases as local sources 

of information. This is where a peer can physically 
store information to be shared with other peers on 
network. 

6.2. KNOWLEDGE SOURCE 
The purpose of knowledge source is to provide 

some intelligence during extraction of Local 
Original Source and transforming the result to Local 
Peer Repository. The schema that is being extracted 
need to be analyzed, clustered then merged. Schema 
analyzing is needed to determine implicit 
relationship between schemas. Clustering is should 
be done to classify the schema in order to determine 
their similarities. Merging process is used to merge 
the schema structure with respect to the original 
schema terms. These three processes require some 
knowledge for constructing the best integrated data 

in Local Peer Repository. This knowledge may be in 
the form of ontology [14], semantic dictionary [2], 
concept hierarchy [23], mapping table [4] or else. 

6.3. WRAPPER 
This component responsible for the extraction of 

internal meta-data sources and transform into the 
data format used in Local Peer Repository. This task 
comprises (i) access Local Data Source, (ii) start 
resource discovery process, (iii) filter-out some data 
that is duplicate or incomplete, (iv) integrate / merge 
similar data sources, (v) transform the integrated 
data into a specified data model (such as RDF-S, 
XML schema) into Local Peer Repository. This 
project intended to use knowledge-based mechanism 
such as ontologies, concept hierarchies and semantic 
dictionaries as a knowledge source in order to 
capture semantics of schema during transformation 
process. 

6.4. Local Peer Repository 
This component stores the integrated schema in 

local peers’ format / data model. It contents can be 
used for query processing. In order to manage its 
data model and views as well as data acquired from 
other peers on network, each peer must have Local 
Peer Repository that must be able to (i) mediate 
between views and stored information and (ii) 
support query formulation and processing. 

6.5. USER INTERFACE 
The User Interface of the peer provides 

individual views on the information available in 
local sources. Besides that, this component is used to 
allow user to edit their Local Original Source and 
Local Peer Repository, sending advertisement about 
the data they can provide, as well as to easily 
formulate queries. 

6.6. QUERY MANAGER 
Query Manager is the coordinating component 

controlling the process of distributing queries. It 
receives queries from the User Interface or 
forwarded queries from other peers. Either it tries to 
answer the query or distribute it further according to 
the content of the query. 

6.7. ADVERTISER 
The task of Advertiser is to proactively advertise 

the available data of a peer in the P2P network. 
Since this project is based on JXTA platform, we 
planned to enhance the capabilities of existing 
Advertisement component in JXTA. 
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
P2P itself is an immature technology with many 

unanswered question. With the idea of sharing 
distributed, heterogeneous resources over a network, 
P2P is a revival paradigm. Even if the WWW 
contains more information than any single P2P 
community, it cannot substitute that P2P data 
management system (PDMS) because it provides a 
potential architecture to support knowledge-based 
searching, where semantic of information is 
considered. Adopting multiple views on PDMS is an 
important trend that will combine the P2P and 
semantic web technologies together to achieve both 
better precision in information search and fulfil the 
different users’ need at the same time. 
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